Abstract. Monadic second-order unification is second-order unification where all function constants occurring in the equations are unary. Here we prove that the problem of deciding whether a set of monadic equations has a unifier is NP-complete, where we use the technique of compressing solutions using singleton context-free grammars. We prove that monadic second-order matching is also NP-complete.
if we impose additional restrictions on the number of second-order variables (just one), their number of occurrences (just four), and their arity (just one) [3, 9, 13] . All these undecidability proofs require a language with at least a binary or higher arity constant. In fact, one single binary constant is enough [3, 14] .
Monadic second-order unification (MSOU) is a restriction of SOU where all function constants occurring in the problem are at most unary. Contrary to general SOU, MSOU is decidable [6, 24, 2] . In [23] , it is proved that the problem is NP-hard. In this paper, our main contribution is to prove that MSOU is in NP.
Assuming that second-order variables, like constants, are also unary does not affect the decidability of MSOU or its complexity (see Proposition 3.1). Also, the use of a unique first-order constant does not affect the complexity of MSOU. Here we will use a single one called . Thus, in instantiations λy . t for variables X of the problem, the variable y can occur at most once in t. This leads to the specialization where every equation is of the form f 1 (f 2 (. . . f n ( ) . . .)) ? = g 1 (g 2 (. . . g n ( ) . . .)), where f i , g i are unary function symbols or unary variables, and which is rather similar to a word equation.
Example 1. The equation X(a(X( )))
?
= a(Y (Y ( ))) has, among others, the solutions [X → λx . a(a(a(x))), Y → λx . a(a(a(x)))] and [X → λx . a(a(a( ))), Y → λx . a(x)].
In the second solution the instantiation of X does not use its argument.
Since all terms are monadic, we will avoid the use of parenthesis in all cases where this is possible and write the terms as words. = t is a substitution of variables by words in Σ * such that, after replacing, the words obtained from s and t are equal.
Monadic second-order unification from a word unification perspective. Word unification (WU) is
In MSOU, apart from Σ and X , we also have a special symbol denoted by . A basic MSOU equation s ? = t is defined by a pair of words s, t ∈ (Σ ∪ X ) + . A solution of s ? = t is a substitution of variables by either λx . w x or λx . w , where w ∈ Σ * and where we use β-reduction after the substitution. In the first case we say that the instantiation uses its argument. The substitution of a variable X by λx . w x in w 1 X w 2 , where w 1 , w 2 do not contain X, results in w 1 w w 2 , as in word unification, whereas the substitution of X by λx . w in w 1 X w 2 results in w 1 w . Therefore, compared to WU in MSOU some part of the original equation can be removed after instantiation. Moreover, the set of solutions of an MSOU equation is wider than the set of solutions of the corresponding WU equation. * . MSOU problems can be decided by guessing for every variable whether it uses its argument or not, modifying the equation by dropping symbols to the right of variables that do not use their arguments, and then calling WU (see also Proposition 2.5). Context unification (CU) is a variant of SOU where instantiations of second-order variables use their arguments exactly once. Hence, WU is monadic CU. Decidability of CU is currently unknown. During revision of this paper we were able to apply variants of this technique to determine the complexity of a fragment of CU: stratified context unification [12] .
Bounded second-order unification (BSOU) is another variant of SOU where, given a positive integer k, instantiations of second-order variables can use their arguments at most k times. Hence, MSOU is also a subproblem of BSOU, because in MSOU instantiations of variables can use their arguments at most once. It is also known that BSOU is decidable [22] , which provides another proof of decidability of MSOU, but no tight upper complexity bound. On the other hand, our proof and results suggest an application to BSOU, which has recently (during revision of this paper) resulted in proving a precise upper complexity bound for BSOU [11] .
1.5. Paper organization. This paper proceeds as follows. In section 2 we define a basic version of the MSOU problem and give some complexity bounds. We will prove in the rest of the paper that this problem is in NP. Then, in section 3 we define the MSOU problem in its most general form as a specialization of SOU, and we prove that it can be NP-reduced to the basic version. We prove some properties of singleton context-free grammars in section 4, and in section 5 we use them to compact the representation of equations and solutions. We use a graph in order to describe the instantiation of some variable w.r.t. a given solution (section 6). Sometimes, we need to rewrite such graphs (section 7). Based on this graph, we prove that for any sizeminimal solution we can represent the values of all variable instantiations using a polynomial-sized singleton grammar (Theorem 7.7). In section 8, we conclude the NP-completeness of MSOU and also of the corresponding matching problem.
Basic monadic second-order unification.
In this section we present a simplification of the MSOU problem, called the basic MSOU problem. As we will see in section 3 (Proposition 3.1), general MSOU can be NP-reduced to this basic case; therefore this will not cause a loss of generality. The simplification consists in (1) considering only unary free variables (notice that, in the general case, the "monadic" restriction affects constants only, not variables) and (2) considering only the function symbols occurring in the equations and a unique (zero-ary) constant, called . In this presentation we will limit the use of concepts and notation of the λ-calculus as much as possible. Moreover, we will use words to represent monadic second-order terms. This will make the use of context-free grammars in section 4 more comprehensible.
Let Σ be a finite set of unary function symbols, denoted by lowercase letters f, g, . . . , and let X be an infinite and denumerable set of unary variables, denoted by uppercase letters X, Y, . . . . Apart from these sets, we also consider a unique constant .
Words of (Σ ∪ X ) * are denoted by lowercase letters w, u, v, . . . , and ε is the empty word. The length of a word w is denoted by |w|. Concatenation is juxtaposition. The notation v w means that the word v is a prefix of the word w.
Monadic terms, denoted by letters s, t, . . . , are defined by the grammar t ::= | f (t) | X(t), where f ∈ Σ and X ∈ X . We remove parentheses and represent monadic terms, e.g., f (X(g(Y ( )))), as words, e.g., f X g Y . Therefore, terms are redefined as words of (Σ ∪ X ) * . The size of a term t = w , noted |t|, is defined by |t| = |w|. Monadic functions, denoted by Greek letters ϕ, . . . , may be of the form λx . w or λx . w x, where w ∈ (Σ ∪ X ) * . In the first case we say that the function does not use the argument. In both cases, the size of the function is |w|, and x is said to be a bound variable, i.e., not free.
A monadic substitution, denoted by Greek letters σ, ρ, τ, . . . , is a mapping from a finite subset of variables to monadic functions. We represent these mappings as
where Dom(σ) = {X 1 , . . . , X n } is the domain of the substitution. We extend substitutions to functions from monadic terms to monadic terms recursively as follows:
The size of a substitution is defined as |σ| = X∈Dom(σ) |σ(X)|. Given two substitutions σ and ρ, their composition is defined by (σ • ρ)(t) = σ(ρ(t)), for any term t, and is also a substitution; hence Dom(σ • ρ) is finite. Given a set of variables V and a substitution σ, the restriction of σ to the domain V is denoted by σ| V . Given a set of variables V , we say that a substitution σ is more general w.r.t. V than another substitution ρ, denoted σ V ρ, if there exists a substitution τ such that ρ(X) = τ (σ(X)) for all variables X ∈ V , i.e., ρ = (τ • σ)| V . (Usually, V will be the set of variables occurring in a set of equations; in this case, we do not mention V if it is clear from the context). This defines a preorder relation on substitutions. An equivalence relation can also be defined as σ ≈ V ρ if σ V ρ and ρ V σ. A substitution σ is said to be ground if σ(X) does not contain (free occurrences of) variables for all X ∈ Dom(σ). Notice that if σ and τ are ground, then σ ≈ V τ is equivalent to σ| V = τ | V (otherwise they are only equivalent modulo variable renaming). We say that a substitution σ introduces a constant a (or a variable X) if, for some Y ∈ Dom(σ), σ(Y ) has an occurrence of a (or X). 
The problem E is said to be unifiable if it has a unifier, and solvable if it has a ground unifier or solution.
Example 4. Let f and g be unary function symbols and X and Y unary variables. Consider the following basic MSOU problem:
It has infinitely many solutions, for instance,
for any n ≥ 0. Obviously σ 1 with n = m = 0 is a size-minimal solution. Observe also that, interpreting the problem as a WU equation, we can use σ 1 to get the corresponding solution for the word equation because the monadic functions of the solutions use their argument, whereas this is not the case for σ 2 .
The exponent of periodicity bound.
The following lemma will provide us with an upper bound on the number of iterations of subwords within solutions. Definition 2.3. For a ground substitution σ, its exponent of periodicity, denoted as eop(σ), is the maximal number n ∈ N, such that for words u, v, and w over
We know that any size-minimal ground unifier (i.e., solution) of a set of MSOU equations satisfies the following exponent of periodicity lemma [16, 8, 23, 22] .
Lemma 2.4 (see [22, Proof. MSOU is NP-reducible to solvability of basic MSOU problems (Proposition 3.1), and this in turn to WU: Given a basic MSOU problem E, we solve it using WU as follows. It is only necessary to search solutions where σ(X), for X ∈ F V (E), is of the form λx . a 1 . . . a n x or of the form λx . a 1 . . . a n . Thus, the first step is guessing, for every variable occurring in E, whether it uses its argument or not, i.e., whether it is of the first or second form. Then, we translate E into a set of word equations by first replacing every occurrence of X s by X , when σ(X) does not use its argument, and then removing at the end of the terms and interpreting them as words. Now, we can apply an algorithm solving WU. This nondeterministic reduction is correct, since if E is solvable as a basic MSOU problem, then the resulting word equations are solvable (for the convenient guessing). It is easy to see that the converse is also true.
A theorem of Plandowski [20] showing that WU is in PSPACE now implies that MSOU is in PSPACE.
It is well known that MSOU is NP-hard [23] . We show that this also holds for monadic second-order matching. 
Now it is obvious that the set of constructed equations has a unifier, if and only if the instance of ONE-IN-THREE-SAT is solvable. The equations form a monadic second-order matching problem and can be generated in linear time. Hence, the claim follows.
3. General monadic second-order unification. In the rest of this paper we will prove the complexity estimation for basic MSOU problems. In this section we will argue that the restriction to "basic" does not compromise generality. The main claim is that there is a nondeterministic reduction from (general) MSOU problems to basic MSOU problems that can be done in nondeterministic polynomial time. As a subcase of HOU, the definition of the problem in all its generality requires the use of the λ-calculus. However, we will limit its use to this section, which can be skipped by those readers not familiar with the λ-calculus.
We will use the standard notation and definitions of the simply typed λ-calculus, and we inherit the definitions of the previous section, unless we explicitly overwrite them here.
We consider only one (first-order) base type o and all the second-order types constructed from it, i.e., the ones described by the syntax τ :: General second-order terms are defined using a signature Σ = i≥0 Σ i and a set of variables X = i≥0 X i , where constants of Σ i and variables of X i have arity i. Therefore, monadic terms are second-order terms built without using constants of arity greater than one. Notice that there is no restriction on the arity of variables, whereas in basic MSOU we consider only unary variables.
is said to have arity n. It is called of first-order type when n = 0, and of second-order type when n > 0. Hence, the arity of a term or of a symbol determines its type, and we will usually specify the arity instead of the type. When we say normal form we mean η-long β-reduced normal form, defined as usual. Since we do not consider third-or higher-order constants, first-order typed terms in normal form do not contain λ-abstractions, and second-order typed terms contain λ-abstractions only in outermost positions. The set of free variables of a term t is denoted by F V (t). A term without occurrences of free variables is said to be closed. The size of a term t is denoted |t| and defined as its number of symbols (variables and constants), when written in normal form. Second-order substitutions are functions from terms to terms, defined as usual. The application of a substitution σ to a term t is written as σ(t), where we implicitly assume that σ(t) (after some β-reductions) is written in normal form. For any substitution σ, the set of variables x, such that σ(x) = βη x, is finite and is called the domain of the substitution and denoted Dom(σ). A substitution σ can be represented
, where x i ∈ Dom(σ) and t i has the same type as x i and satisfies
An instance of the (general) MSOU problem is a pair Σ, E , where Σ = Σ 0 ∪ Σ 1 is a monadic signature and E is a set of equations E = {s 1
where s i and t i are normalized first-order terms over Σ, i.e., terms not containing λ-abstractions.
Note that, in monadic signatures, closed second-order terms are of two forms: (a m b) . . .)) for unary constants a i and a zero-ary constant b. Since solutions σ map variables to closed terms, in the first case we say that σ(x) uses one of its arguments, and if x is unary, we say that σ(x) uses its argument, and in the second case we say that σ(x) is constant or that it ignores its argument.
Unifiability of MSOU problems does not depend on the signature, as long as the symbols of the equations are in the signature. However, its solvability has some dependence on the signature; more precisely it depends on the existence of at least one first-order constant.
In MSOU, as in general SOU, we can prove that for every unifiable set of equations E, and every most general unifier σ, all constants occurring in σ also occur in E. The proof is by contradiction. If there is a most general unifier using constants not occurring in the equations, we can replace these constants by fresh variables, obtaining a more general unifier. The statement does not hold for variable occurrences in unifiers. Even if the set of equations is built from unary variables and unary constants, most general unifiers may introduce fresh n-ary variables with n ≥ 2. For instance, the set of equations {(x a)
Proposition 3.
Unifiability of MSOU problems is NP-reducible to solvability of basic MSOU problems.
Proof. The reduction is done in three steps.
(i) First, we reduce unifiability of MSOU problems to solvability, provided that Σ 0 contains at least one constant. In other words, for any signature Σ, any set of equations E over Σ, and first-order constant b, Σ, E is unifiable, if and only if Σ ∪ {b}, E is solvable. For the if direction, assume given a solution σ. If b ∈ Σ, then b ∈ E and we can replace b by a fresh first-order variable x b everywhere in σ and obtain a (maybe nonground) unifier of Σ, E . For the only if part, assume given a unifier σ. Then we can define a substitution ρ such that, for every n ≥ 0, every n-ary
(ii) Second, we prove that solvability of MSOU problems is reducible in polynomial time to solvability of MSOU problems with just one first-order constant. Assume given an MSOU problem Σ, E . If Σ 0 = ∅, then the problem is unsolvable. Otherwise, we reduce the problem as follows. We transform the signature Σ into a new signature Σ = Σ 1 ∪ Σ 0 , where the set of unary constants is Σ 1 = Σ 1 ∪ Σ 0 ; i.e., the former zero-ary constants are unary ones in the new signature, and the set of zero-ary constants is Σ 0 = { }. We replace every first-order constant occurrence a in the equations E by (a ), obtaining a set of equations E over Σ . We will see that any solution σ of Σ, E can be translated into a solution σ of Σ , E , and vice versa.
Any solution σ of Σ, E can be translated into a solution of Σ , E using the same transformation as for the equations. To show the other direction, let σ be a solution of Σ , E . Before retranslating σ we transform it into σ as follows: For every x in Dom(σ ), we remove every occurrence of symbols a ∈ Σ 0 in σ (x) which is not of the form (a ); i.e., we replace (a s) by s when s = , until this replacement is no longer applicable. The translation from E to E ensures that in E every occurrence of all x is in subterms of the form ((. . . (x s 1 ) . . .) s n ), where s i = . Looking at the different cases, the removal of symbols takes place only within instantiations of variables and does not conflict with the constants occurring in E. Hence, σ is a solution of Σ , E and can be immediately retranslated to a solution of Σ, E .
The translations of signature, set of equations, and solutions in either direction are polynomial.
(iii) Third, we prove that we can go a step further, assuming that all variables are unary: We show that solvability of MSOU, where Σ 0 = { }, is nondeterministically reducible in polynomial time to solvability of MSOU with the same signature, and where all variables occurring in the equations are unary: X n = ∅ for all n = 1. Given an MSOU problem Σ, E , where Σ 0 = { }, we consider substitutions ρ that instantiate every first-order variable x ∈ F V (E) by (x ), where x is a fresh unary variable, and every n-ary variable y ∈ F V (E) (with n ≥ 2) by either
, where y is a fresh unary variable, and the selection is nondeterministic. Obviously, if for some ρ as given above, Σ, ρ(E) is solvable, so is Σ, E .
Conversely, if Σ, E is solvable, we prove that for some ρ satisfying the specified conditions, Σ, ρ(E) is also solvable. Mainly, we prove that there is some ρ as specified above and a substitution τ with σ(
Since all constants have arity at most one and solutions are ground, instantiations σ(x) of n-ary variables, for n ≥ 2, use at most one of their arguments: σ(x) = λx 1 . · · · . λx n . t, where t has a unique occurrence of some x i , or none. Therefore, we can take ρ(x) = λx 1 
. Instantiations of first-order variables use at least the first-order constant ; therefore they can also be replaced by a fresh unary variable applied to this constant. It is obvious how to construct the solution τ of Σ, ρ(E) from σ.
Finally, note that we can compute the substitution ρ in nondeterministic polynomial time on the size of E because for any nonunary variable x, we can guess whether x uses one of its arguments and, in the positive case, which argument ρ(x) uses.
The following lemma states that if there is just one zero-ary constant in the signature, the set of size-minimal solutions is independent from the rest of the signature. Therefore, since we are dealing with size-minimal solutions of basic MSOU problems, in the next sections, we will not specify the signature. Proof. Suppose that a size-minimal solution of Σ, E introduces a constant a that does not occur in E. Then, we could generate a solution with a strictly smaller size by replacing all subterms of the form (a s) by . This would contradict minimality.
Singleton context-free grammars.
In this section we prove some properties of context-free grammars. They will be used to compactly represent solutions of MSOU problems. In particular, we will use singleton context-free grammars that define languages with just one word.
A context-free grammar (CFG) is a 4-tuple (Σ, N, P, s), where Σ is an alphabet of terminal symbols, N is an alphabet of nonterminal symbols (contrary to the standard conventions and in order to avoid confusion between free variables (unknowns) and nonterminal symbols, all terminal and nonterminal symbols are denoted by lowercase letters), P is a finite set of rules, and s ∈ N is the start symbol. In fact, we will not distinguish any particular start symbol, and we will represent a CFG as a 3-tuple (Σ, N, P ). Moreover, we will use Chomsky grammars with at most two symbols on the right-hand sides of the rules. Plandowski [17, 18] defines singleton grammars, but he calls them grammars defining set of words. Note that so-called straight-line programs are an equivalent device [7] . Plandowski proves the following result. Recent work [15] claims that this can be done in cubic time.
For nonrecursive grammars we define their depth as follows. The usage of both size and depth of the grammar is necessary for a good estimation, since they reflect balancing conditions for a singleton grammar seen as a tree. Using only a single measure leads to unsatisfactory upper bounds (see Remark 1 in section 8).
Definition 4.3. Let G = (Σ, N, P ) be a nonrecursive CFG. For any terminal symbol a ∈ Σ we define depth(a) = 0, and for any nonterminal symbol a ∈ N we define
We define the depth of G as
Given a Chomsky CFG G, we define the size of G, noted |G|, as the number of its rules.
We say that G = (Σ , N , P ) is an extension of G = (Σ, N, P ), denoted as G ⊇ G, if and only if Σ ⊇ Σ, N ⊇ N , and P ⊇ P , where we require only Σ = Σ. We can extend a singleton grammar in order to generate concatenation, exponentiation, and prefixes and suffixes of words already generated by the grammar. We use these extension operations in the next sections to build the grammar defining some solution of the unification problem. The following three lemmas state how the size and the depth of the grammar are increased with these transformations. Since in the final step of this paper a grammar of polynomial size is guessed and checked in polynomial time, we only need the existence of polynomial-sized grammars. Thus we do not care about the algorithmic complexity of constructing these grammars. 
Proof. Let a i be the nonterminal symbol generating v i , for any i = 1, . . . , n. We define G by adding a set of rules to G of the form
. . v n , and to generate it we need only to add n − 1 of such rules. The depth is increased by at most log n . 
Proof. Let a be the nonterminal symbol generating v, m = log n , and let
m be a binary representation satisfying k i ∈ {0, 1}. We add the following set of rules to G:
Then, the nonterminal symbol b m generates v n , and it is easy to see that this grammar satisfies the bounds stated by the lemma. 
(ii) Exponentiation. Now we show how to build the word (v 1 ) 5 according to the techniques of the proof of Lemma 4.5. We have 5 = 1 · 2 2 + 0 · 2 1 + 1 · 2 0 ; hence we extend G with the following rules:
Finally we show how to build the word prefix v = ffg of v 1 using the techniques of the proof of Lemma 4.6. We extend G with the following rules:
Then c 1 generates v .
Compact representations.
In this section we use singleton grammars to compact the representation of solutions of basic MSOU problems. We go a step further and also compact the representation of equations, allowing the use of nonterminal symbols of a singleton grammar to represent large words also in the equations.
Definition 5.1. Let Σ be a signature of unary symbols, and let X be a set of unary variables.
A compact representation of a basic MSOU problem E is a pair E , G , where G = Σ, N, P is a singleton CFG and E is a set of equations of the form {s 1
* , for i = 1, . . . , n, such that when replacing in E every nonterminal symbol a by the word w a that it generates, it results in the set of equations E.
A compact representation of a monadic substitution σ is a pair σ , G , where G = Σ, N, P is a singleton CFG and σ is a mapping from variables X to terms of the form λx . α or λx . α x, where α ∈ (Σ ∪ N ) * , such that, after replacing every nonterminal symbol by the word it represents, we obtain σ.
We say that τ, G is a compacted solution of E, G if the substitution represented by τ, G is a solution of the set of equations represented by E, G , where G is an extension of G.
Notice that nonterminal symbols derive into sequences of unary function symbols, that we do not consider first-order variables, and that is the only constant. Words of (Σ ∪ X ∪ N ) * are denoted by Greek letters α, β, . . . . Example 6. Let Σ = {f } and N := {a, c, d}. Consider the compacted equations E, G defined by
Then, the pairs σ 1 , G 1 and σ 2 , G 2 , defined by
and
are compacted representations of solutions of E, G . The first solution is not sizeminimal. The second solution is size-minimal, but it is not a most general unifier. In fact, the second is an instantiation of the most general unifiers
We generalize the basic MSOU problem in the sense that, given some compacted equations E, G , we will try to find a compacted solution σ, G . Moreover, the grammar G used to represent the solution will be an extension of the grammar G given to represent the equations.
Notice that solvability of a set of monadic equations and solvability of compact equations are, w.r.t. decidability, equivalent problems. With respect to their complexity, we will prove that solvability of compact equations can be decided in NP-time. This implies that solvability of MSOU is also in NP (since E, ∅ is a trivial compact representation of E).
Notice that the straightforward translation of a compacted set of equations into the set of monadic equations that they represent may exponentially increase the size of the equations. Using another translation, we can show that solvability of MSOU problems and solvability of compacted MSOU problems are polynomially equivalent.
Proposition 5.2. Given a compacted set of equations E, G , there is a P-time translation into a basic MSOU problem E , such that E, G is solvable if and only if E is solvable.
Proof. For every nonterminal a in G, define a fresh unary variable X a . For every production a → b c of the grammar, where a, b, c ∈ N , define a set of two equations 
whereÊ is the translation of the equations E by replacing nonterminals a with the corresponding unary variable X a . The size of E is smaller than |E| + 12 |G|, and it can be constructed in polynomial time.
The equations in a∈N E a enforce that, for every nonterminal a, σ(X a ) uses its argument, and therefore σ(X a ) = λx . w a x. Now it is easy to see that E, G is solvable if and only if E is solvable.
The graph of surface dependencies.
In this section we define graphs of surface dependencies. The purpose of these graphs is to support constructing the compact representation of a minimal solution σ of a compacted set of equations and estimating the size of this representation. Later on this will be used to show that only a polynomial-sized representation has to be guessed in order to check solvability. Observe that we only impose a bound on the size of the representation and do not care about the complexity of finding such a representation. In our proof, we start from the compact representation E, G of some basic MSOU problem and a given solution σ. Then, we find a variable X whose instantiation can be compactly represented. This is done by extending the grammar to G ⊇ G. Then, we repeat the process starting from the same equation with the variable already instantiated. Observe that G (apart from the instantiation of the X) is able to generate all the words represented by G. This iteration describes a proof by induction, not the unification algorithm. It could be interpreted as a nondeterministic unification procedure, however, with the restriction of finding a size-minimal solution, and moreover, without a guarantee of being in NP.
There are cases in which for some variable X of the problem, its instantiation σ(X) is immediately given or immediately constructible from the "surface" of the equations. We identify two such cases: when σ has a small component (Lemma 6.6) and when the graph contains a cycle (Lemma 6.12). We also identify three situations which ensure that any size-minimal solution has small components: when the graph has a constant equation (Lemma 6.7), when the graph has no edges (Lemma 6.8), and when there are strong divergences (Lemma 6.10). In the rest of the cases, it becomes necessary to rewrite the graph to obtain a new graph that describes the instantiation of some variable. This graph rewriting process will be described in section 7.
The graph of surface dependencies is defined only for simplified equations, where a simplified equation is defined as follows.
Definition 6.
Given a compacted set of equations E, G , we say that they are simplified if E does not contain equations of the following forms (symmetric cases omitted):
(i) a s * , satisfy w α = w β , and are not simplified. We describe a simplification algorithm in the proof of the following lemma. This algorithm will be used as a subroutine in the proof of Theorem 7.7. Notice that it can increase the size of the associated grammar as stated in the lemma.
Lemma 6.2 (simplification). Given the solvable and compacted set of equations E, G , there exists a simplified and compacted set of equations E , G with the same solutions, such that

|G | = |G| + O(|E|(depth(G) + log |E|)), depth(G ) = depth(G) + O(log |E|), and the number of equations, number of variables, and number of occurrences of variables in E are not greater than the corresponding numbers for E.
Proof. For every i = 1, . . . , n, since v i is a suffix of some prefix of this word, use Lemma 4.6 to prove that there exists another extension of the grammar that generates v i . This last process will be repeated at most 2 #Eq(E) times to obtain a new grammar G . This ensures that depth(G ) ≤ depth(G) + log |E| and |G | ≤ |G| + |E| + 2 #Eq(E) (depth(G) + log |E| ). This implies the estimations given in the lemma. Now, we construct E from E as follows. For every i = 1, . . . , n, 
= , where t ∈ (Σ ∪ X ∪ N )
* is a compacted term and a ∈ N is a nonterminal symbol.
We define the graph of surface dependencies only for solvable, simplified, and compacted sets of equations. Note that the node ∅ has no outgoing edges.
Small components of solutions.
We say that a solution of E, G has a small component if there exists a variable whose value is "small" enough to be described just as the prefix of some word defined by G. This will be helpful in the construction of a compact representation of a size-minimal solution for several reasons: It is a case where the instantiation of a variable is completely known, it can be constructed with only a small increase of the grammar, and it eases the definition and argumentation for the remaining cases.
We identify some classes of compacted equations that have a solution with a small component. 
|G | ≤ | G| + depth(G), depth(G ) = depth(G).
Proof. The inequalities follow from Definition 6.5 and Lemma 4.6. This lemma is helpful in two ways: It allows us to eliminate variables from the problem and it restricts the cases where this elimination does not work (and it is necessary to rewrite the equations) to cases in which solutions do not have small components; i.e., they have only "large" instantiations. This will simplify the reasoning. 
= .
The following lemma describes the situation that reflects the difference between basic MSOU problems and WU when all equations are flexible-flexible. While in MSOU we can instantiate variables by terms not using their arguments, such as λx . , this is not possible when considering WU; hence the lemma does not hold for WU. This is the point that shows that our result is not straightforwardly transferable to WU.
Lemma 6.8. Let E, G be a simplified and compacted set of equations such that the graph of surface dependencies does not contain edges and such that F V (E) = ∅, and let σ be a size-minimal solution of E, G . Then, for every variable X ∈ F V (E), either σ(X) = λx . or σ(X) = λx . x. This also means that there is at least one small component in σ.
Proof. If there are not edges, then all equations are of the form X s ? = Y t. The substitution σ, with σ(X) = λx . for every variable X ∈ F V (E), is a sizeminimal solution; hence for every other size-minimal solution σ and for every variable X ∈ F V (E), only σ (X) = λx . or σ (X) = λx . x is possible. Proof. Given E, G , let D be its graph of surface dependencies, and let σ be any of its solutions. n y] for some n ≥ 0. The base of this power is described by a cycle in its graph of surface dependencies: Lemma 6.11. Let E be a (noncompacted) set of equations with a cycle of the form
where w i ∈ Σ * , for every i = 1, . . . , m, and w 1 . . . w m = ε.
Then, for every solution σ of E, there is some variable
n for sufficiently large n.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the size of σ.
If, for some k = 1, . . . , m, we have the first situation that there is some X k such that σ(X k ) = λx . u k x, where u k is a prefix of w k , then the claim of the lemma holds.
Otherwise, for every i = 1, . . . , m, we have σ(
In this case we generate a new system by instantiating X i by λx . w i X i x, where X i are fresh and different unary second-order variables. Then, the equations in the cycle become
Simplifying the equations, we obtain a new system of equations,
From the original solution σ we get a solution σ of the new equations satisfying σ (X i ) = λx . v i x or σ(X i ) = λx . v i , for all i = 1, . . . , m. Now the induction hypothesis applies since σ is smaller than σ; hence there is a variable X k such that σ (X k ) = λx . v k x, where v k is a prefix of (w k+1 . . . w m w 1 . . . w k ) n , for large enough n. Hence σ(X k ) = λx.w k v k x, and the claim holds.
Lemma 6.12 (cycles). Let E, G be a solvable, simplified, and compacted set of equations, with a graph of surface dependencies D with some cycle. Then, for every solution σ without small components, there exists a variable X such that σ(X) = λy . w y and w is generated by some grammar G ⊇ G satisfying Therefore, there is a subset of equations in E of the form
Now, fix a solution σ and proceed as follows. Let E be the set of equations represented by the compacted equations above. Notice that w a1 · · · w an = ε, and E fulfills the conditions of Lemma 6.11. The substitution σ also solves E , and applying Lemma 6.11, we get a variable
and v is a prefix of w α . Moreover, we have n ≤ eop(σ).
To prove the existence of G , we proceed by adding new rules to G. Note that all symbols labeling the edges of D are nonterminals in G. We construct a sequence of
, apart from the words generated by G, also generates w α , G 2 also generates v, G 3 also generates (w α ) n , and G also generates (w α ) n v. Since the length of α is at most |D|, by Lemma 4.4, we have
By Lemma 4.6, we can define v with
By Lemma 4.5, we can define (w α ) n with
and, since we still need another rule to define (w α ) n v,
The composition of all these inequalities results in the inequalities
In terms of O-notation, this reduces to
And, since |D| ≤ #Eq(E),
as stated in the lemma.
Rewriting the graph of dependencies.
In the previous section we saw that Lemmas 6.6 and 6.12 both describe the instantiation σ(X) of some variable and allow us to eliminate it during the construction of a compact representation of the solution σ. In other words, they describe parts of the solution, i.e., a substitution
In this section we will see that, when these two lemmas are not applicable, we can rewrite the set of equations (and its corresponding graph of dependencies) until one of the two lemmas becomes applicable. This rewriting process is done by partially instantiating some variables, i.e., applying a substitution ρ also satisfying ρ F V (E) σ. The substitution has the form ρ = [X → λy . w X y], where X is a fresh variable and w ∈ Σ * . Substitutions of such form, as well as the total instantiations of the form ρ = [X → λy . w y] and ρ = [X → λy . w ] described in Lemmas 6.6 and 6.12, are all called partial instantiations. Formally, we define partial instantiations as follows.
Definition 7.1. We say that a substitution ρ is a partial instantiation if it can be decomposed as
and some w i ∈ Σ * . The following lemma states the preservation of some properties of partial instantiations of equations. Notice that some of these properties do not hold for arbitrary substitutions satisfying ρ F V (E) σ.
Lemma 7.2 (preservation). For any (noncompacted) set of equations E, any solution σ, and any partial instantiation
ρ, satisfying ρ F V (E) σ, there exists a substitution σ satisfying (i) σ = (σ • ρ)| F V (E) , (ii) σ is a solution of ρ(E), (iii) if σ is a size-minimal solution of E, then σ is also a size-minimal solution of ρ(E), (iv) eop(σ) ≥ eop(σ ), (v) | F V (E)| ≥ | F V (ρ(E))|,
and (vi) the number of occurrences of variables in E is greater than or equal to the number of occurrences of variables in ρ(E).
Proof. The requirement ρ F V (E) σ ensures that there exists a substitution σ such that σ(X) = σ • ρ(X) for any X ∈ F V (E). The restriction of σ to the domain F V (ρ(E)) also satisfies this property. Therefore, the required σ always exists.
Since σ is a solution of E, for any variable
The same applies to any term containing only variables of E, hence to any side of any equation of E. Therefore, for any equation ρ(s)
Minimality is proved by contradiction. Assume that σ is not size-minimal. Let τ be a size-minimal solution of ρ(E). Obviously, τ • ρ is a solution of E. Since τ is size-smaller than σ , we have X∈F V (ρ(E)) |τ (X)| < X∈F V (ρ(E)) |σ (X)|. Now, since ρ is a partial instantiation, we have
(|τ (Y )| − 1) and
, which contradicts the assumption that σ is size-minimal.
Let X ∈ Dom(σ ) be a variable, and let v be a nonempty word, such that σ (X ) = λy . u v eop(σ ) w (or similarly replacing by y). Since Dom(σ ) = F V (ρ(E)), either X ∈ F V (E) or, for some variable Y ∈ F V (E), ρ(Y ) contains X. Hence, in both cases, there exists a variable X ∈ F V (E) ⊆ Dom(σ) such that σ(X) contains v eop(σ ) . Therefore eop(σ) is at least eop(σ ). The requirement that ρ is a partial instantiation ensures that after applying this substitution the number of variables and the number of occurrences of variables in E do not increase. Now we deal with the following case: There are compacted sets of equations whose graph of surface dependencies does not have any cycle, and the focused solution does not have any small component; i.e., we deal with the case not covered by Lemmas 6.6 and 6.12. Since there are no cycles, the edges define a partial order on the nodes, with N N if and only if N → N is an edge. Hence we can speak of -maximal nodes. Since there are size-minimal solutions without small components, Lemma 6.8 shows that these graphs contain at least one edge, Lemma 6.10 states that they do not contain strong divergences, and Lemma 6.7 shows that they do not contain any edge to the node labeled with ∅. There is a -maximal node with at least one outgoing edge to other nodes and without any strong divergence. We will transform the equations, whose graph of dependencies contains such maximal nodes, in order to obtain a description of some variable instantiation. In fact, this transformation on the equations carries over to a graph transformation. An example of this graph transformation (or rewriting) is shown in Example 7. In the special case that m = 2, w a1 = w a2 , and w a1 ≺ w a2 , the transformation on the graph of surface dependencies can be represented as a graph rewriting rule where b 2 is a new nonterminal of the grammar G , that generates a word satisfying w a2 = w a1 w b2 .
Notice that in this rewriting process at least one arrow and also the node [X] are removed. Note also that in the case w a1 = w a2 , the three nodes are merged into one
, thus removing more than one edge.
Example 7. Consider the following simplified and compacted set of equations and their set of solution components for n ≥ 0:
The graph of surface dependencies is Applying the transformation rule to the only -maximal node [X 1 ], we get the following simplified and compacted set of equations E :
The modified graph is as follows:
Lemma 7.4 (rewriting). Let E, G be a simplified and compacted set of equations, and let E, G ⇒ E , G ; then
|G | ≤ | G| + #Eq(E) depth(G), depth(G ) = depth(G).
Moreover, |E | ≤ |E| + m, where m is the number of variable occurrences of E.
Proof. Let m be the number of outgoing edges of the removed node. The new grammar G extends G by defining m − 1 suffixes of words defined by G. Therefore, according to Lemma 4.6, we can obtain such a grammar G satisfying the upper bounds:
It is easy to check that m ≤ #Eq(E). Finally E is obtained by replacing in E the variable occurrences of some variables Y (belonging to [X]) by b Y and then simplifying. This simplification only has to remove the same nonterminal symbol from the head of both sides of some equations; hence it does not increase the size of the grammar. Therefore, the rewriting increases the size of E at most by 1 for each variable occurrence in E.
Lemma 7.5. For any simplified and compacted set of equations E, G without cycles in its graph of surface dependencies, any solution σ without small components, and any transformation E, G ⇒ E , G defined by the substitution ρ, there exists a substitution σ such that
If there are not any small components, then the substitution ρ satisfies ρ F V (E) σ. Then the lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 7.2.
The previous lemma may be iterated: If σ does not contain small components, and the graph of surface dependencies of E , G does not contain cycles, we use it again to obtain a new solution σ of a new E , G and so on. By Lemma 7.6, this process cannot be repeated more than #Eq(E) times.
Lemma 7.6. Any graph rewriting sequence D ⇒ * D has length at most |D|. Proof. This is clear, since in every transformation step at least one edge is removed.
In Figure 7 .1 we define an algorithm that, given the compacted set of equations E, G and a size-minimal solution σ, computes a polynomial-sized compacted solution ρ, G representing σ. Note that the complexity of this algorithm is irrelevant; only the polynomial size of the obtained representation will be needed. Moreover, the following inequalities hold:
Proof. The algorithm performs a sequence of transformations on the compacted equations E, G , the compacted substitution ρ, G , and the solution σ. These transformations are of four types: simplification (step 6), small components (step 9), cycles (step 16), and rewriting (step 23). First we show how many transformations of each type are performed and then how they modify some of the measures of the representations (number of equations, their size, etc.).
(i) Termination: Cycle and small component transformations remove a variable from E; therefore they cannot be executed more than |E 0 | times. According
if E, G is not simplified then 6.
let E , G be the simplification of E, G 7.
E, G := E , G 8.
elseif σ has a small component X then 9.
let G be the grammar described in Lemma 6.6, and 10.
let a be the nonterminal of G generating v 11.
if
elseif D contains a cycle then 16.
let G be the grammar, 17.
let X be the variable in the cycle described in Lemma 6.12, and 18.
let a be the nonterminal generating (w α ) n v, where σ(X) = λy . to Lemma 7.6, rewriting sequences cannot be longer than |D|. The size |D| of the graph of surface dependencies is bounded by the number of equations (we will see in the following that this measure is decreasing), hence by |E 0 |. After every rewriting sequence we get a set of equations E with a cycle, or a solution σ with a small component. Therefore, there is a total number of at most |E 0 | 2 rewriting steps. Finally, after every rewriting step we get a simplified set of equations. Therefore, we cannot perform more simplification steps than cycle elimination plus small component elimination steps, hence not more than |E 0 |. Proof. Theorem 7.7 shows that for every compact representation E, G of a basic MSOU problem and every size-minimal solution σ, there is compacted solution ρ, G that represents σ, where G is a singleton grammar of polynomial size in |E| + |G| and |ρ| is also polynomial in |E|.
Thus we can guess a polynomial-sized singleton grammar G and a compacted solution ρ as above, and then test whether ρ, G is a solution of E, G . We can replace every variable occurrence in E by its instantiation in ρ, then normalize both sides of each equation s i ? = t i , to obtain s i ? = t i , and, finally, extend G to obtain G by Lemma 4.4, generating s 1 # · · · # s n and t 1 # · · · # t n , where # is a new constant symbol. Then, the test for solvability is an equality test w.r.t. the singleton grammar G , which can be performed in polynomial time by Plandowski's theorem (see Theorem 4.2). This shows that the problem is in NP. Together with the NP-hardness of the problem, which was proved in [22] , this leads us to conclude that the problem is NP-complete. The answer is no. For instance, Lemma 4.6 says that, if we want to define a prefix of some word defined by a grammar G, in the worst case, we can keep the depth, but we may need to increase the size of G as |G | ≤ |G| + depth(G). If we use only the size of the grammar to characterize it, then in the worst case we may be forced to duplicate the size of the grammar |G | ≤ 2 |G|. Each time that we instantiate a variable, it can be necessary to define a new prefix; therefore, in the worst case, the size of the resulting grammar would be 2 N , being N ≤ |E| the number of variables.
The combined use of size and depth allows us to keep track of balancing conditions of singleton grammars as trees and also to provide tighter measures.
Remark 2. Our method computes a compact representation of a size-minimal solution. This means that every solvable MSOU problem has at least one solution that can be represented by a polynomial-sized grammar. Our method can easily be extended to compute a compact representation of any solution; however, there is no longer any size-bound. If one is interested in representing all solutions, then our method does not help, since singleton grammars do not support the representation of infinite sets of words; e.g., the representation of {(a b) n | n ∈ N} is not possible. Note that there is already an investigation of a representation of sets of solutions using words with exponents for MSOU (see [2] ).
9.
Conclusions. In this paper we proved in Corollary 8.2 that monadic secondorder unification (MSOU) is in NP using a result of Plandowski about contextfree grammars [17, 18] and the exponential bound on the exponent of periodicity [23, 22] . These results, together with the NP-hardness of the problem [22] , prove its NP-completeness. As we mention in the introduction, MSOU is a specialization of bounded second-order unification (BSOU) [22] , a variant of second-order unification, where instantiations of second-order variables can use their argument a bounded number of times. During revision of this paper we were able to apply variants of this method to prove that BSOU [11] and stratified context unification [12] are also NP-complete.
